
Joseph Phelps Proem No. 1 Pinot Noir 2018

Proem: A preamble to a story. 
This Pinot Noir is from Jupiter. No, really.

Introducing Proem, singular expression wines from the Joseph Phelps Freestone Estate,
where site and clonal selection are the beginning of  a new and distinctive winemaking story. 

Winemaking Data

Blend: 100% Pinot Noir from block 225 of  our Quater Moon Vineyard on the 
western Sonoma Coast: 75% clone 90 and 25% clone 96 (both are same source 
material as Calera).

Aging: 15 months in 53% New French oak and 47% used French oak barrels with 
36% whole cluster inclusion.

Winemaking: Quarter Moon Vineyard is planted in a crescent moon shape and 
each block was given a planetary name. Block 225 was named after Jupiter. During the 
2018 harvest, a very distinctive block within the vineyard, block 225,  was held 
separate to be fermented with a larger percentage of  whole cluster fruit, and a longer 
barrel aging regime. At blending, it was bottled separately. This wine had a different 
story to tell. This wine highlights a pure expression of  our Freestone Estate. 
 A wine of  serious distinction and refinement with tantalizing aromas of  ripe 
dark fruit, savory dried herbs and hints of  forest floor. An expansive, layered palate 
of  blackberry and black cherry with an effortless tannin structure to create a 
complex, balanced wine with equal parts grace and power. A pure illustration of  the 
Quarter Moon Vineyard’s complexity and refinement on display to the seamless 
finish.

Growing Season: The 2018 Sonoma Coast growing season was marked by 
cool, mild weather. The cooler than normal spring delayed budbreak, bloom and 
veraison by two weeks compared to the previous five years. The mild weather patterns 
in August and September allowed for excellent overall phenological ripening and 
development of  a complex aroma and flavor profile in the finished wines.
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